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Abstract

Record linkage, referred to also as entity resolution, is the process of identifying

pairs of records representing the same real-world entity (for example, a person)

within a dataset or across multiple datasets. This allows for the integration

of multi-source data which allows for better knowledge discovery. In order to

reduce the number of record comparisons, record linkage frameworks initially

perform a process commonly referred to as blocking, which involves separat-

ing records into blocks using a partition (or blocking) scheme. This restricts

comparisons among records that belong to the same block during the linkage

process. Existing blocking techniques often require some form of manual fine-

tuning of parameter values for optimal performance. Optimal parameter values

may be selected manually by a domain expert, or automatically learned using

labelled data. However, in many real world situations no such labelled dataset

may be available. In this paper we propose a novel unsupervised blocking tech-

nique for structured datasets that does not require labelled data or manual

fine-tuning of parameters. Experimental evaluations, across a large number of

datasets, demonstrate that this novel approach often achieves superior levels of

proficiency to both supervised and unsupervised baseline techniques, often in

less time.
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1. Introduction

Record Linkage (RL) is a process of identifying and linking pairs of records

representing the same real-world entity. An overview of a general RL process

is depicted in Figure 1. As the number of record pairs that require comparison

during linkage grows exponentially with dataset sizes, linkage often incurs great5

computational expense even for moderately sized datasets. For this reason, a

blocking phase is implemented prior to linkage to reduce the high computational

cost of exhaustively comparing all record pairs.

Figure 1: General overview of record linkage process.

Blocking is a process of dividing records into groups (blocks) in such a way

that records within each group hold a high chance of being linked in the sub-10

sequent linkage process [1]. A good blocking approach places many matching

record pairs, and few non-matching record pairs, into the generated blocks thus

allowing for an efficient subsequent linkage phase. Blocking methods are com-

monly evaluated using labelled data (with known matching status of each record

pair). Following the blocking process, linkage is performed exclusively upon the15

record pairs within each of the generated blocks. A large number of different

linkage methods exist which classify each record pair within each block as either

match or non-match based on the similarity between them [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
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Appropriate blocking rules can be determined manually [3, 7], however this

requires time and domain expertise. They may also be learned automati-20

cally [8, 9, 10], however this requires the existence of a sufficient amount of

labelled data which is often unavailable in real-world applications. Heuristic

blocking approaches [11, 12] also exist but, like the automatic approaches, they

typically require some manual fine-tuning of parameters for optimal perfor-

mance. A set of parameter values that tends to work well for one dataset is25

not guaranteed to work well for another. In this paper we therefore make the

following contributions:

(1) We propose a robust unsupervised blocking technique for structured

datasets that does not require provision of labelled data.

(2) The proposed method does not require any manual effort since all of the30

parameters used in the method are selected automatically for each dataset.

(3) We demonstrate the proficiency of the proposed method by comparing

it against state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised blocking baselines.

The paper is structured as follows. In the proceeding section we provide some

preliminary details so as to make the general overview of entity resolution and35

blocking more understandable. In Section 3 we provide an extensive overview

of different existing supervised and unsupervised blocking techniques, detailing

their advantages and disadvantages. In Section 4 we detail the proposed ap-

proach and how it overcomes the disadvantages of other existing approaches.

In Section 5 we evaluate the proposed blocking approach in comparison to a40

number of relevant baselines. We make a number of observations regarding the

results which outline the benefits of the proposed approach in comparison to

the baselines. We conclude by summarising our findings and outlining where

the proposed approach could ideally be further improved.

2. Preliminaries45

Consider a dataset of records R = r1, ..., rn, where each record comprises

values it takes for attributes from a scheme A = a1, ..., am. Accordingly, we can
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represent a record ri as [ri,1, ..., ri,m], where ri,j is the value that the ith record

takes for the jth attribute.

2.1. Standard Blocking50

During a standard blocking process a set of blocking predicates is used to

determine which records should be placed in the same block. A blocking predi-

cate is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1.1: (Blocking Predicate) A blocking predicate is an 〈aj , h〉 combi-55

nation where aj ∈ A is an attribute and h is an indexing function. For each

ri ∈ R, h takes ri,j as an input and provides a set of values, referred to as

blocking keys, as an output.

For example, the blocking predicate 〈Name,Common tokens〉 applied to a60

record containing ”A Brief History of Time” in the Name attribute field would

generate the following blocking keys: {”A”, ”Brief”, ”History”, ”of”, ”Time”}.

Blocking keys determine into which block(s) records are placed, with each unique

blocking key referring to a specific block. Our example record would therefore

be placed in five different blocks, each associated with one of the five aforemen-65

tioned blocking keys.

Due to the complexity of datasets (for example, missing values, typograph-

ical errors, acronyms, initialisations) a single blocking predicate is rarely likely

to capture all matching record pairs efficiently, therefore multiple blocking pred-

icates may be needed in the form of a standard blocking scheme.70

Definition 2.1.2: (Blocking Scheme) Given a set of individual blocking predi-

cates, P = p1, ..., pp′ , a blocking scheme is a combination of blocking predicates,

which can be disjunctive (〈pi〉 ∪ . . . ∪ 〈pj〉), conjunctive (〈pi〉 ∩ . . . ∩ 〈pj〉) or of

disjunctive normal form (〈〈pi〉 ∩ . . . ∩ 〈pj〉〉 ∪ . . . ∪ 〈〈pi′ 〉 ∩ . . . ∩ 〈pj′ 〉〉.75
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2.2. Blocking Evaluation Metrics

Blocking schemes are commonly evaluated with labelled data (with known

matching status of each record pair) using evaluation metrics such as reduction

ratio (RR), pairs quality (PQ), pairs completeness (PC) and/or a harmonic80

mean FRR,PC of RR and PC [13].

Definition 2.2.1: (Reduction Ratio) For two datasets, A and B, reduction ratio

is defined as:

RR = 1− N

|A| · |B|
, (1)

where |A| · |B| is the total possible number of record pairs between A and B, and

N ≤ (|A| · |B|) is the number of record pairs formed by a blocking method.

85

RR indicates how much a comparison space is reduced after a blocking phase.

Blocking schemes with high RR are desirable as they form few record pairs for

comparison.

Definition 2.2.2: (Pairs Quality) Pairs quality is defined as:

PQ =
Nm

N
(2)

with Nm ≤ |N | being the number of matching record pairs contained within the90

reduced comparison space after blocking.

PQ indicates the proportion of blocked record pairs that are matching record

pairs. Blocking schemes with high PQ are desirable as they form mostly match-

ing record pairs and few non-matching record pairs.95

Definition 2.2.3: (Pairs Completeness) Pairs completeness is defined as:

PC =
Nm

|M |
, (3)

with |M | being the number of matches within the entire dataset.
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PC is the ratio of blocked matching record pairs out of all possible matching

record pairs. Blocking schemes with high PC are desirable as they retain many100

matching record pairs.

One can notice that there is a trade-off between RR and PC. Placing all the

records in the same block minimises RR but maximises PC, whereas placing

each record in an individual block maximises RR and minimises PC. Ideally105

one looks for a blocking scheme that optimises both RR and PC. A commonly

applied evaluation metric, which balances the trade-off between RR and PC, is

the harmonic mean of RR and PC.

Definition 2.2.4: (Harmonic mean of RR and PC) For a given RR and PC, the

harmonic mean is defined as:

FRR,PC =
2 · RR · PC

RR + PC
. (4)

110

3. Related Work

Blocking approaches can typically be categorised as either supervised (re-

quires labelled data) or unsupervised (does not require labelled data).

Supervised blocking scheme learning approaches [1, 8, 10] commonly evalu-115

ate an initial set of blocking predicates using a set of labelled data. The best

predicates, according to a predetermined selection criterion, may then continue

to form longer conjunctions of predicates that also require evaluation. Block-

ing schemes are then formed by applying the top predicates, or conjunctions,

until a pre-determined proportion of the labelled positives are detected. The120

computational demand of these approaches relies on the number of predicates

(or conjunctions) requiring evaluation, and the amount of labelled data used

to evaluate them. Using strict selection criterion reduces the number of predi-
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cates and conjunctions but increases the likelihood of omitting combinations of

predicates that would work well in a conjunction.125

A number of unsupervised blocking techniques were proposed over the past

decade. Kejriwal and Miranker [9] automatically generate labelled data from

a target dataset as part of their unsupervised blocking scheme learning ap-

proach. Records are first grouped by their shared common tokens, a window

of predetermined size is then slid over the contained records of each group.130

Record pairs within the window at any given time are then compared using

the (log) Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [14] measure.

A pre-determined number of the most similar pairs, above an upper similarity

threshold value, are labelled as positives, as are a pre-determined number of the

most similar pairs, below a lower similarity threshold value, labelled as nega-135

tives. Following this, blocking predicates are ranked by their Fisher Score [15]

of the labelled data. Each top predicate may be extended iteratively by others

as a conjunction so that the resultant Fisher Score is higher than the average

of all predicates or conjunctions in the previous iteration. Although the unsu-

pervised approach overcomes the need for labelled data, it requires a number140

of parameters to be tuned, for example, window size, number of pairs to label

and similarity threshold values. Additionally, the computational demand of the

automatic labelling process is directly proportional to dataset size. For large

and complex datasets one can therefore expect the automatic labelling process

to be computationally expensive.145

A different unsupervised blocking technique, which is commonly applied in

the literature, is referred to as Canopy Clustering. Clustering is an unsupervised

process by which records are divided into groups so that each record is similar to

the records within the same cluster (similar according to a given distance func-

tion) and dissimilar to records from different clusters. Canopy Clustering [8, 16,150

17, 18, 19] is a variation of clustering that can be used for unsupervised block-

ing, as it forms diverse overlapping clusters containing similar records. Given a

set of records, a record is selected (potentially at random) as a centroid (that

is, a representative record) of an initial cluster and removed from the original
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set. All remaining records within a loose distance threshold of this centroid are155

assigned to it forming a cluster. Additionally, all records within a tight distance

threshold are excluded from forming any further clusters. Following this, a new

record is selected from the set and the clustering process repeats until no records

are left. The efficiency and effectiveness of Canopy Clustering is very much re-

liant upon appropriate selection of parameters, such as the distance function160

and the loose and tight distance threshold values.

Sorted Neighbourhood [2, 20, 21, 22] is another unsupervised blocking tech-

nique. With this approach records are first sorted in lexicographical order ac-

cording to their respective values from a sorting key (that is, a concatenation

of sub-string values from an attribute or number of attributes). A window of165

fixed size is then passed over the ordered sorting key values. Only records that

fit within the window at any given time are considered in the linkage phase.

Domain expertise is needed to appropriately select the sorting key and window

size for optimal performance. As a single sorting key is unlikely to place all

matching record pairs adjacently as part of an ordered list, multiple sorting170

keys may be required.

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [23] is an unsupervised blocking tech-

nique that has inspired a number of other approaches, including FastMap [24],

SparseMap [25], MetricMap [26] and StringMap [27]. MinHash LSH [28, 29,

30, 31, 32] is a more recent variation that extends upon LSH. With this ap-175

proach records are first divided into sets of sub-strings of length k referred to as

k-shingles. A sparse Boolean matrix is then formed in which 1’s and 0’s indicate

if the respective record of a column contains the respective shingle of a row. A

MinHash value is the first non-zero row value of a column. If the rows of a

boolean matrix are randomly permuted, the probability that two columns share180

the same MinHash value is approximately equal to their Jaccard Similarity [33].

Over multiple permutations the MinHash values for each column are concate-

nated to form what are referred to as MinHash signatures. Similar records

share similar, but not necessarily identical, MinHash signatures. Therefore,

MinHash signatures are partitioned into smaller bands and the records of each185
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band are blocked together. MinHash LSH is easy to implement but relies upon

appropriately selected parameter values for speed and effectiveness, for example,

k, number of random permutations, the size and number of bands by which to

partition MinHash signatures.

Token blocking is a simple unsupervised blocking technique that treats each190

record as a bag of tokens, placing the record in a respective block for each

of its tokens. Token blocking may be applied to any dataset(s) regardless of

their structure (for example, structured, semi-structured, unstructured). Token

blocking typically forms overly large sized blocks which hinder efficiency. Block-

refinement methods may be applied that improve the efficiency of a blocking195

method such as token-blocking. For example, a list of highly frequent tokens

(referred to as stop-words) to overlook may be manually provided in order to

improve efficiency of token-blocking. Alternatively, a maximum block size limit

value can be set with all blocks of greater size purged from the resultant block

collection (Block-purging [34, 35]). Also, the generated blocks may be ranked200

by a utility function and linkage performed upon their respective record pairs

until a cost/gain ratio determines further linkage to be overly expensive (Block-

Pruning [34]). A common limitation of these block-refinement techniques is that

optimal parameter values must be provided, which is non-trivial and requires

domain expertise.205

In [36] the authors combine token blocking with Attribute Clustering in order

to improve token blocking for semi-structured datasets. Attribute clustering is

a form of schema matching in which a similarity value is assigned to attribute

column pairs between datasets. Highly similar attribute columns are clustered

together and thought of as representing the same value. Token blocking is then210

performed in a way that only records that share a common token by clustered

attributes are grouped together. In the experimental evaluations of [36], at-

tribute clustering combined with token blocking was seen to obtain near equal

PC to that of standard token blocking, but in substantially less comparisons in

almost every case.215

Meta-Blocking [31, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] describes a series of unsupervised
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approaches in which the block collection of a blocking method is improved in

terms of efficiency. This is typically achieved by forming a graph of nodes

(records) connected by edges (their relations). The edges are then assigned

with weights according to a weighting function, so that the weaker edges can220

be pruned (omitted) by a pruning scheme. Although Meta-Blocking may be

applied analogously to any blocking method, most Meta-Blocking research aims

at improving the blocking efficiency of token blocking, as it is unsupervised and

schema-agnostic. In [35] five different edge-weight schemes, and four different

pruning schemes, are proposed for Meta-Blocking, effectively forming 20 differ-225

ent Meta-Blocking frameworks. As these frameworks are later used as baselines

in our experimental evaluations we define the respective edge-weight and prun-

ing schemes accordingly. In these definitions ei,j indicates the edge-weight value

of records i and j, and Bi,j indicates the number of their common blocks. vi

indicates the number of edges connected to record i, and EB indicates the total230

number of distinct edges of a graph formed by all records of a block collection

(B). The five edge-weight schemes are defined as follows:

(i)Common Blocks Scheme (CBS) is simply the number of common blocks of a

record pair,235

ei,j .weight = |Bi,j |

(ii)Enhanced Common Blocks Scheme (ECBS) considers both the number of

common blocks of a record pair and the number of blocks of each record,

ei,j .weight = |Bi,j |.log |B||Bi| .log
|B|
|Bj |

(iii)Aggregate Reciprocal Comparisons Scheme (ARCS) is the sum of the recip-240

rocals of the sizes of the common blocks of a record pair,

ei,j .weight =
∑

bk∈Bi,j

1
||bk||

(iv)Jaccard Scheme (JS) is the Jaccard Similarity of the blocks associated with

each record,

ei,j .weight =
|Bi,j |

|Bi|+|Bj |−|Bi,j |245

(v)Enhanced Jaccard Scheme (EJS) considers both the Jaccard Similarity of the

blocks a record pair and the number of edges of each record,
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ei,j .weight =
|Bi,j |

|Bi|+|Bj |−|Bi,j | .log
|EB |
|vi| .log

|EB |
|vj |

The four pruning schemes are defined as follows:250

(i)Weight Edge Pruning (WEP), all edges of the graph below a weight threshold

value are pruned.

(ii)Cardinality Edge Pruning (CEP), all but the top-K edges of the graph are

pruned.255

(iii)Weight Node Pruning (WNP), all edges of a node below a weight threshold

value are pruned.

(iv)Cardinality Node Pruning (CNP), all but the top-K edges of each node are

pruned.

260

For any of the pruning schemes the most important factor is determining the

amount of edges (record pairs) to prune. By removing too many you miss many

matching record pairs, by removing too few you fail to reduce the number of

comparisons sufficiently. For the two weight-based pruning schemes the authors

opt for the average edge-weight value of either the entire graph globally, or265

each node locally, as the pruning weight threshold value. For the other two

edge-based pruning schemes the authors use a blocking-cardinality function to

determine the top-K number of edges to retain for either the entire graph, or

each individual node. In [36, 42] the weight-based pruning schemes tend to

achieve comparatively high PC but poor RR, whereas the cardinality based270

pruning schemes tended to achieve comparatively high RR but poor PC.

In [42] the authors propose a number of improvements for the Meta-Blocking

frameworks of [35]. For Entity Resolution (ER) cases in which a record from one

dataset may match at most with one record of another dataset (that is, Clean-

Clean ER) they suggest Graph partitioning in which, only nodes (records) from275

the smaller dataset form edges with those of the larger dataset, thus avoiding

redundant (repeat) pairs with little to no negative effect on the quality of re-
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sults. As such, the existing pruning techniques (WEP, CEP, WNP and CNP)

of [35] are modified slightly to accommodate this new framework. They also

introduce Block filtering in which they remove each entity (record) from the280

largest of its associated blocks. In their experimental evaluations they opt to

retain each entity in the smallest 80% of their respective blocks. In their ex-

perimental evaluations Graph partitioning and Block filtering were both found

to improve RR with little to no negative impact upon PC. In both [36] and

[42] the authors recommend different Meta-Blocking framework combinations285

for different circumstances but no overall winner for all cases is decided.

As we will see later, our experiments show that for each of the aforemen-

tioned blocking approaches, different values of parameters may be optimal for

different datasets. Therefore domain expertise is required for each new dataset.

Standard blocking scheme learning approaches must evaluate individual block-290

ing predicates or blocking schemes. Evaluation of large numbers of blocking

predicates is time consuming. It can be improved by using smaller amounts

of labelled data or stricter selection criteria, however this may come at a cost

to evaluation quality. For the Meta-Blocking approaches different frameworks

are recommended for different datasets based on their characteristics. As such,295

there is domain expertise needed when selecting an appropriate Meta-Blocking

framework for user needs.

4. Proposed Approach

In order to address the limitations of existing blocking techniques, we pro-

pose a new blocking technique that does not require any labelled data or manual300

fine-tuning of parameters. We will empirically show that it achieves higher pro-

ficiency, in less time, than most baseline techniques for most datasets. There are

three key steps in the proposed approach; (1) blocking predicate reduction, (2)

blocking predicate weighting and (3) record blocking using selected predicates.

In the proceeding subsections we detail each step in greater detail.305
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4.1. Blocking Predicate Reduction

Standard blocking scheme learning approaches typically omit obviously weak

blocking predicates from consideration in order to reduce computation, for ex-

ample, those that have insufficient PC or cover too many labelled negatives.

However, this often requires a set of labelled data, manual fine-tuning of pa-310

rameter values and incurs computational cost as each predicate is evaluated

individually. The proposed technique efficiently omits blocking predicates with

poor RR, and PC, without labelled data or manual fine-tuning of parameters.

To achieve this we first form an index of the generated values (that is, block-

ing keys) of each blocking predicate for each record. Coverage [43, 44] indicates315

the proportion of records in a dataset for which at least one blocking key is gen-

erated by a respective blocking predicate. The higher the Coverage of a blocking

predicate the more useful it is for blocking, as fewer records will be overlooked

during the blocking process. However, only non-unique blocking keys result in

a record pair being formed. We therefore remove all unique blocking keys of a320

blocking predicate before calculating its respective Coverage value. An average

Coverage value of all blocking predicates is then calculated. All blocking pred-

icates with Coverage less than this average value are then omitted as they are

indicated as not forming a significant enough number of record pairs (that is,

high RR but poor PC). We then calculate an average RR value of the remaining325

blocking predicates and remove those blocking predicates with an RR value less

than the average. By first removing those blocking predicates with high RR

but poor PC, we ensure the average RR threshold value is not unfairly skewed.

As we will see later on, using this approach consistently resulted in the efficient

removal of many non-useful blocking predicates.330

4.2. Blocking Predicate Weighting

Standard blocking scheme learning approaches typically rank blocking pred-

icates by a supervised evaluation function so that only the best predicates are

used as part of a blocking scheme. Labelled record pairs must first be sourced or

13



generated. Each blocking predicate is then evaluated individually using the la-335

belled record pairs incurring further additional computational cost. We instead

propose an efficient unsupervised blocking predicate weighting process (Algo-

rithm 1) that can assign weights quickly for even the largest of our evaluation

datasets.

Algorithm 1: Blocking predicate weighting process

Input: n records: R = r1, ..., rn

Set of blocking predicates, P = p1, ..., pp′

Output: Set of blocking predicate weights, W = w1, ..., wp′

1 foreach record r ∈ R do

2 Tokenise r

3 Block r based on tokens

4 Compute average block size

5 forall pairs (ri, rj) from blocks of below average size do

6 Determine the blocking predicates by which (ri, rj) agree

7 Label the top 5% of all blocked record pairs, that agree by the highest

number of blocking predicates, as positives, Pos

8 foreach p ∈ P do

9 assign wp = F
RRp,

Posp
|Pos|

as the weight of blocking predicate p

10 add wp to W

11 Return W = w1, ..., wp′

In order to obtain a set of labelled positives (that is, pairs of matching340

records) we use a modified version of the automatic labelling algorithm defined

by Kejriwal and Miranker [9] (see Section 3). Records are first grouped by their

tokens (Lines 1 to 3) and only blocks of below average size are considered (Lines

4 to 5, Block-purging [34]). For each record pair within these blocks we deter-

mine the blocking predicates that the record pair agrees by (Line 6, that is,345

both records share at least one common blocking key by a predicate). The top
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5% of record pairs (that is, those that agree by the most blocking predicates)

are then labelled as positives (Line 7). Weights may then be instantly assigned

to each blocking predicate, based on their reduction ratio and proportion of

labelled positives they agree for, as follows (Lines 8 to 11):350

Definition 4.2.1: (Blocking Predicate Weight) For a blocking predicate (p), the

assigned weight is defined as:

F
RRp,

Posp
|Pos|

=
2 ·RRp · Posp

|Pos|

RRp +
Posp
|Pos|

(5)

where RRp is the Reduction Ratio of blocking predicate p, Posp is the number of

labelled positives blocking predicate p agrees for, and |Pos| is the total number

of labelled positives.

355

It is important to label a sufficient number of record pairs as positives, but

without having too many non-matching record pairs. It must also be a small

enough proportion so that computation is kept low. We consider it reasonable

to expect that in most datasets the top 5% of token blocked record pairs are,

with high chance, mostly matching record pairs. As we will see later in our360

experimental evaluations, this resulted in fast and accurate labelling for every

dataset. An ideal blocking predicate would both agree for every positive record

pair (
Posp
|Pos| = 1.0), and have a high reduction ratio (RRp ∼ 1.0). This is why

we consider the best blocking predicates to be those with the highest F
RRp,

Posp
|Pos|

value, that is, the harmonic mean of RRp and
Posp
|Pos| .365

4.3. Blocking

With the proposed blocking technique (Algorithm 2) we select the first record

of a dataset (Line 3) as the representative record of an initial block (that is, a

single record used to represent each block). Every subsequent record is then

checked to see if it can be assigned to this initial block (Lines 5-8), or is consid-370

ered distinct enough to become the representative record of a new block (Lines

9-10). Previously assigned records may also be assigned to any newly created
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block (Lines 11-13). Each record is processed in this manner resulting in a set

of dissimilar blocks of similar records (Line 15).

375

Algorithm 2: Non-Standard Key-Based Blocking

Input: n records: R = r1, ..., rn

Set of blocking predicates, P = p1, ..., pp′

Output: Blocks containing record pairs for linkage, B = B1, ..., Bb′

1 Create an empty set of blocks, B = {}

2 Select the top 3 blocking predicates by F
RRp,

Posp
|Pos|

from P, P' = top 3

blocking predicates

3 Assign r1 as representative record b1 of block B1

4 Add block B1 to B

5 foreach record r ∈ R do

6 foreach representative record bi ∈ B do

7 if r agrees with bi by any p ∈ P' then

8 assign r to respective block Bi

9 if r is not assigned to any block then

10 create new block Br with r as its representative record br

11 foreach previously assigned record r′ ∈ R do

12 if r′ agrees with br by any p ∈ P' then

13 assign r′ to Br

14 add Br to B

15 Return B = B1, ..., Bb′

A blocking criterion must be defined for the proposed approach which stip-

ulates how records are either assigned to an existing block, or become the rep-

resentative record of a new block. We assign a record to an existing block if it

agrees by at least one of the top 3 blocking predicates with its representative380

record. We consider this to be reasonable as it uses a low enough number of

blocking predicates that computation will be kept low, but large enough to allow

for diverse groupings of similar records.
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The proposed blocking algorithm shares some similarities with some of the

approaches presented in Section 3, but is distinct in a number of ways. Standard385

blocking scheme learning approaches create a new block for every blocking key

a blocking predicate generates. In the proposed approach a new block is only

created if a record being assigned does not share any blocking keys (by any of

the selected blocking predicates) with any of the current representative records.

Clustering techniques typically perform many unnecessary comparisons between390

dissimilar records using computationally expensive distance functions. In the

proposed approach all records that share blocking key(s) with another are in-

stead instantly retrieved using the mapped relations. We tested the robustness

of the proposed approach by running the blocking algorithm multiple times for

each dataset, with the records of the dataset shuffled between each attempt.395

For every dataset there is little or no variation in the resultant proficiency or

run time values.

5. Experimental Evaluation

All algorithms were coded using Java Eclipse Mars.1. Evaluations were ran

using a Dell Optiplex 9020 with 16G of RAM, an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790400

with 3.60GHz and 64x Windows 7 Enterprise.

Indexing Functions for Blocking Predicates: For the proposed blocking

method we used 15 of the 25 indexing functions defined by Bilenko et. al. [8].

We omitted some of the original indexing functions as experimental evaluations405

indicated them to have comparatively high computational cost. Each indexing

function is combined with each attribute of a dataset resulting in 15×a individ-

ual blocking predicates (see Definition 2.1) for a dataset containing a attributes.

Evaluation Metrics: To compare the proposed blocking algorithm with the410

baseline approaches, we present tables of results for both the blocking and sub-

sequent linkage phases of each approach for each dataset. It was demonstrated
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in our previous paper [45] that blocking evaluation metrics often fail to indicate

the best blocking method as part of a record linkage framework, that is, includ-

ing a subsequent linkage phase. For the blocking phase we use the evaluation415

metrics RR, PC, FRR,PC and PQ (detailed in Section 2), as well as a respective

time value and the number of blocked pairs. The respective time value in this

case also includes the time incurred for any pre-processing steps such as stan-

dardisation and gathering of TF-IDF statistics. For the linkage results we use

the evaluation metrics Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec) and FPrec,Rec. Precision420

is the proportion of correctly classified matches out of all classified matches by

a linkage technique, Recall is the proportion of correctly classified matches out

of all known matches in a dataset and FPrec,Rec is the harmonic mean of both

Precision and Recall. Time values are also presented for the linkage results

which represent the combined blocking and linkage times (as well as any pre-425

processing) of each approach by each linkage technique. In [45] we stated that

a blocking method that achieves a higher FPrec,Rec value in less time than all

others for a dataset is inarguably a better blocking method than its peers. In

some cases there may not be such a clear winner as some blocking methods may

be observed to achieve higher results than others but take more time. In each430

table we therefore indicate in bold the blocking method that arguably achieves

the best overall performance for each dataset, that is, the best balance of max-

imising FPrec,Rec and minimising Time in comparison to all other methods.

Linkage Techniques: Two different linkage techniques have been combined435

with the blocking methods to form distinct RL frameworks. First was a hy-

pothetical instantaneous Perfect linkage technique where each record pair is

perfectly classified and no time is incurred for linkage. For this linkage tech-

nique Precision is always equal to one, and Recall is always equal to the Pairs

Completeness value of the corresponding blocking method. Similarly, as Perfect440

linkage is performed instantly the overall Time value is equal to that of the cor-

responding blocking method as well. As such only FPrec,Rec values are provided

for Perfect linkage as all other values (that is, Precision, Recall, Time) can be
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inferred. For the second linkage technique we employ an approach [4] which

uses Log TF-IDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) for measur-445

ing similarity between records. We chose this technique as it does not require

any labelled data. The Log TF-IDF measure [9] is formally defined as:

sim(r1, r2) =
∑

q∈r1∩r2

w(r1, q) · w(r2, q), (6)

where

w(r, q) =
w′(r, q)√∑

q∈r
w′(r, q)2

, (7)

and

w′(r, q) = log(tfr,q + 1) · log(
|R|
dfq

+ 1) (8)

where (r1, r2) represents a record pair, w(r, q) is the normalised TF-IDF weight

of a term q in a record r, tfr,q represents the term frequency of q in r, |R| is

the total number of records in the dataset R, dfq is the document frequency of450

the term q in the cohort, that is, how many records in the dataset contain q.

In order to classify record pairs by this linkage technique a similarity threshold

value is required. For each dataset an optimal TF-IDF linkage threshold value

is selected for each baseline, these are also presented in our results under the

heading THold.455

Baselines: We compare our blocking algorithm to a number of baseline ap-

proaches described in Section 3 including: unsupervised blocking approaches,

Sorted Neighbourhood, Canopy Clustering, MinHash-LSH, the unsupervised block-

ing scheme learning approach defined by Kejriwal and Miranker [9] and the460

Meta-Blocking frameworks described in [35, 42]. For the Sorted Neighbourhood

approach, window size is set to 20 and rather than define a sorting key for each

dataset, we opt for sorting records by each attribute column lexicographically.

For Canopy Clustering and MinHash-LSH we evaluate across a large range of

parameter values and present the best FPrec,Rec value achieved in the least465

time. For Canopy Clustering the lower and upper threshold parameter values
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are varied from {0.00→ 1.00} in increments of 0.01. For MinHash-LSH shingle

length is set to 2, MinHash signature length is varied from {20→ 2, 000} in in-

crements of 20, and band width is set to 5. Note that in reality a domain expert

or labelled data would be needed to identify such optimal parameter values.470

For the unsupervised blocking scheme learning approach defined by Kejriwal

and Miranker [9], the automatic labelling algorithm outlined in the same paper

is implemented to generate the necessary labelled data. For the Meta-Blocking

frameworks we use the same 5 weighting schemes, and 4 pruning schemes of [35],

forming 20 different Meta-Blocking baselines. We enhance these frameworks475

with Block-filtering (r=0.80) and Graph-partitioning as described in [42]. We

opt for block-filtering rather than block-purging as the latter resulted in poor

results for many of our evaluation datasets. We additionally implement as a

baseline the default configuration of a particular Meta-Blocking framework as

detailed in [21]. Namely token blocking with Block filtering (r=0.55), Common480

blocks scheme weighting and weighted edge pruning.

We also include 2 supervised blocking techniques, namely those of Bilenko

et. al. [8] and Michelson and Knoblock [10]. As both are supervised no run

time cost is incurred for the generation of their respective labelled data. For the

standard blocking scheme learning baselines, conjunctions are restricted to a485

maximum length of 2 and are evaluated using ten-fold cross-validation. For the

unsupervised blocking scheme learning baseline, parameter values are needed

for the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking predicate (or con-

junction) may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed

to remain uncovered by a learned scheme. In the original paper these parameter490

values were varied across different ranges with average and best results for the

different parameter combinations being reported in the paper. In our experi-

mental evaluations we extend this to all of the standard blocking scheme learning

baselines by presenting the best results across all parameter combinations.

For any baseline evaluated across a range of parameter values we present495

the best results (that is, highest FPrec,Rec value in the least time) as well as the

optimal parameter values at which this result was obtained.
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Datasets: There are 9 different datasets used in our experimental evaluations

with varying characteristics (Table 1). Five of the datasets (Restaurant, Cora,500

Clean-Synth, Dirty-Synth and CDDB10000) are used for deduplication (that is,

within a single dataset), and four (DBLP-ACM, Amazon-Google, DBLP-Scholar

and Abt-Buy) are for record linkage (that is, across multiple datasets).

Table 1: Table of characteristics for each of the evaluated datasets. DD or RL indicates if a dataset is for

Deduplication (DD) or Record Linkage (RL). |p̄| indicates the average number of attribute-value pairs per entity

of a dataset.

Name DD or RL
Number of

Attributes
|p̄|

Number of

Records

Number of

Matches

Restaurant DD 5 4.999 864 112

Cora DD 4 3.776 1,295 17,184

Clean-Synth DD 10 10.000 10,000 2,000

Dirty-Synth DD 9 8.972 10,000 26,692

CDDB10000 DD 7 6.181 10,000 251

DBLP-ACM RL 4 3.997 2,616+2,294 2,224

Amazon-Google RL 4 3.281 1,362+3,225 1,300

DBLP-Scholar RL 4 3.252 2,616+64,263 5,347

Abt-Buy RL 4 2.261 1,081+1,092 1,097

CDDB10000 is a 10,000 sized sample of a much larger CD DataBase (CDDB,

750,000 records) dataset (http://www.freedb.org). Clean-Synth and Dirty-Synth505

are synthetically generated datasets using a modified version of the synthetic

data generator defined by Christen [46]. Each record of Clean-Synth may match

with at most one other record, whereas those of Dirty-Synth may potentially

match with up to 20 other records. Up to 2 minor typographical errors may

apply to the attribute values of the synthetic datasets and a small proportion510

of similar, but not matching, record pairs were deliberately generated in each.
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6. Results and Discussion

In Tables 2 to 10 we present blocking and linkage results for the proposed

blocking technique alongside those of the baselines. In these tables BL refers to

the proposed blocking technique, SoNe refers to Sorted Neighbourhood, CaCl515

refers to Canopy-Clustering and MinH refers to MinHash-LSH. Meta refers

to the Meta-Blocking frameworks of [35, 42], and CSB refers to the default

configuration of a state-of-the-art blocking workflow from [21]. For clarity we

present the average results of the different Meta frameworks for each dataset. A

refers to the supervised blocking scheme learning approach defined by Bilenko520

et. al. [8], B refers to the supervised blocking scheme learning approach defined

by Michelson and Knoblock [10] and C refers to the unsupervised blocking

scheme learning approach defined by Kejriwal and Miranker [9]. The adjoining

1 and 2 values of A, B and C indicate variations of each blocking scheme learn-

ing approach in which maximum conjunction lengths of 1 (Disjunctive blocking525

scheme) and 2 (Disjunctive Normal Form blocking schemes) are used respec-

tively (see Definition 1.2). By analysing these tables of results we can make a

number of interesting observations.

Looking to the Perfect linkage results we observe that BL performs consis-

tently well, achieving the highest or near highest Perfect FPrec,Rec value in all530

but one case. Interestingly, in the worst case (Table 6) BL achieved a Perfect

FPrec,Rec value much lower than all other baselines, yet it achieves the highest

TFIDF FPrec,Rec value for the same dataset. We believe this to be because al-

though BL has a much lower PC (and therefore Perfect) value for this dataset

than the other baselines, the blocked record pairs are more easily classified. This535

is indicated by its considerably higher Precision than the other baselines in this

case.

Looking to the TF-IDF linkage results we observe again that BL achieves the

highest, or near highest, FPrec,Rec value in every case. BL is also observed to

achieve equal or better proficiency than SoNe in every single case. In the worst540

case (Table 3) CaCl, MinH, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2 achieve a considerably
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Table 2: Detailed numerical results upon Restaurant with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.999 0.991 0.995 0.466 238 0.3 0.996 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 0.3

SoNe 0.772 1.000 0.871 0.001 85117 0.0 1.000 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 0.2

CaCl lt:0.20 ut:0.36 0.998 1.000 0.999 0.176 637 0.2 0.982 0.633 0.964 0.964 0.964 0.2

MinH l:240 0.981 1.000 0.990 0.016 7120 0.5 1.000 0.633 0.939 0.964 0.952 0.5

Meta 0.936 0.998 0.965 0.015 23935 0.4 0.981 0.634 0.931 0.963 0.946 0.4

CSB 0.990 1.000 0.995 0.032 3555 0.3 0.982 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 0.4

A1 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.990 1.000 0.995 0.034 3649 0.3 1.000 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 0.3

A2 η:0.0 ε:0.3 0.991 1.000 0.996 0.038 3303 0.4 1.000 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 0.4

B1 η:0.5 ε:0.0 0.695 0.999 0.815 0.001 113659 0.3 1.000 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 0.4

B2 η:0.5 ε:0.0 0.728 0.998 0.835 0.001 101580 0.3 0.999 0.634 0.931 0.962 0.946 0.5

C1 η:0.0 ε:0.5 0.991 1.000 0.995 0.037 3492 1.9 1.000 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 1.9

C2 η:0.0 ε:0.5 0.991 1.000 0.995 0.037 3450 1.9 1.000 0.633 0.931 0.964 0.947 1.9

higher FPrec,Rec value than BL. However, most of these are observed to perform

poorly in other cases whereas BL is always one of the best performing. One must

also remember that results presented for CaCl, MinH, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and

C2 are the best possible across multiple parameter combinations. Despite this,545

BL still achieves a higher FPrec,Rec value than them, including CaCl, in some

other cases. In other words, even when CaCl, MinH, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and

C2 are operating optimally BL may still perform better, or at least comparable.

For CDDB10000, Amazon-Google and Abt-Buy very low FPrec,Rec values

by TF-IDF linkage are achieved by all approaches despite having quite strong550

Perfect linkage results. This may be explained by the fact that these datasets

contain some substantially longer attribute values (for example, product descrip-

tions) than is found in the other datasets. Longer attribute values may allow

two dissimilar records to share a token with low document frequency, which

may result in a disproportionally high similarity score by TF-IDF linkage (See555

Eqns. 6 - 8). In other papers that these datasets were evaluated in, similarly low
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Table 3: Detailed numerical results upon Cora with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy Clustering

respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking predicate may

cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.954 0.857 0.903 0.383 38432 0.5 0.923 0.391 0.767 0.827 0.796 0.5

SoNe 0.884 0.867 0.876 0.140 96872 0.0 0.929 0.435 0.768 0.790 0.779 0.2

CaCl lt:0.26 ut:0.41 0.952 0.946 0.949 0.401 40543 0.1 0.928 0.437 0.791 0.866 0.827 0.1

MinH l:40 0.935 0.878 0.905 0.276 54653 0.3 0.935 0.428 0.804 0.832 0.817 0.5

Meta 0.857 0.780 0.780 0.435 119318 2.2 0.817 0.403 0.824 0.703 0.746 2.3

CSB 0.942 0.961 0.952 0.341 48428 0.8 0.909 0.473 0.776 0.833 0.803 0.9

A1 η:0.0 ε:0.6 0.973 0.914 0.943 0.689 22801 0.8 0.955 0.402 0.768 0.877 0.819 0.9

A2 η:0.0 ε:0.7 0.973 0.914 0.943 0.689 22801 0.9 0.955 0.402 0.768 0.877 0.819 0.9

B1 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.952 0.926 0.939 0.425 39861 0.8 0.962 0.457 0.777 0.847 0.810 0.9

B2 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.968 0.919 0.943 0.598 26815 0.8 0.958 0.437 0.772 0.858 0.813 1.0

C1 η:0.5 ε:0.0 0.963 0.922 0.942 0.586 30966 2.7 0.959 0.412 0.768 0.875 0.818 2.7

C2 η:0.1 ε:0.8 0.971 0.920 0.945 0.652 24523 2.8 0.958 0.404 0.766 0.880 0.819 2.9

Table 4: Detailed numerical results upon Clean-Synth with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.997 1.000 0.998 0.012 166797 2.6 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 2.8

SoNe 0.960 1.000 0.980 0.001 1997819 0.2 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 6.7

CaCl lt:0.08 ut:0.16 0.985 1.000 0.992 0.003 746158 25.8 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 26.6

MinH l:100 0.991 1.000 0.996 0.005 432362 3.7 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 4.2

Meta 0.987 1.000 0.993 0.016 642204 33.5 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 34.2

CSB 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.607 3295 1.4 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.4

A1 η:0.0 ε:0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.618 4100 4.0 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 4.0

A2 η:0.5 ε:0.7 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.364 5501 4.2 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 4.2

B1 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.228 36334 4.0 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 4.1

B2 η:0.0 ε:0.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.675 3618 4.2 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 6.7

C1 η:0.5 ε:0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.618 4100 15.0 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 15.0

C2 η:0.1 ε:0.1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.979 2044 15.2 1.000 0.576 1.000 1.000 1.000 16.2
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Table 5: Detailed numerical results upon Dirty-Synth with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.997 1.000 0.998 0.173 154320 1.7 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.9

SoNe 0.964 1.000 0.982 0.015 1792356 0.2 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 6.4

CaCl lt:0.14 ut:0.16 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.969 27549 10.5 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 10.5

MinH l:360 0.967 0.999 0.983 0.016 1658740 13.1 1.000 0.370 1.000 0.999 1.000 14.9

Meta 0.993 0.926 0.953 0.239 376227 17.9 0.957 0.372 1.000 0.926 0.957 18.3

CSB 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.973 27428 1.1 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.1

A1 η:0.5 ε:0.2 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 26692 3.9 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 3.9

A2 η:0.5 ε:0.8 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 26692 4.0 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 4.3

B1 η:0.0 ε:0.1 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.826 40190 3.9 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 3.9

B2 η:0.0 ε:0.1 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.931 32632 4.0 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 4.3

C1 η:0.5 ε:0.2 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 26692 14.0 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 14.0

C2 η:0.1 ε:1.0 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 26703 14.3 1.000 0.370 1.000 1.000 1.000 14.5

Table 6: Detailed numerical results upon CDDB10000 with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.963 0.502 0.660 0.000 1840147 2.6 0.668 0.656 0.539 0.382 0.448 3.7

SoNe 0.975 1.000 0.988 0.000 1234611 0.2 1.000 0.670 0.291 0.578 0.387 4.2

CaCl lt:0.04 ut:0.05 0.955 0.809 0.876 0.000 2228203 0.3 0.894 0.670 0.385 0.494 0.433 1.3

MinH l:40 1.000 0.789 0.882 0.012 16988 1.7 0.882 0.596 0.329 0.685 0.444 3.3

Meta 0.978 0.981 0.979 0.003 1077863 20.8 0.750 0.662 0.306 0.602 0.404 21.6

CSB 0.999 0.984 0.991 0.005 54328 2.9 0.729 0.670 0.304 0.574 0.398 2.9

A1 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.975 1.000 0.987 0.000 1240613 3.0 1.000 0.669 0.284 0.578 0.380 3.9

A2 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.978 0.997 0.987 0.000 1101283 3.4 0.999 0.669 0.284 0.578 0.380 21.7

B1 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.995 0.997 0.996 0.001 242592 3.0 0.998 0.669 0.282 0.576 0.379 3.3

B2 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.998 0.993 0.995 0.003 118208 3.3 0.997 0.669 0.284 0.578 0.381 10.4

C1 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.974 0.997 0.985 0.000 1306772 12.0 0.999 0.669 0.283 0.578 0.380 13.0

C2 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.991 0.995 0.993 0.001 425428 12.2 0.997 0.669 0.283 0.578 0.380 13.5
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Table 7: Detailed numerical results upon DBLP-ACM with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.990 0.987 0.988 0.036 61564 1.1 0.993 0.555 0.889 0.958 0.922 1.1

SoNe 0.939 0.990 0.964 0.005 366154 0.1 0.995 0.652 0.943 0.897 0.920 1.1

CaCl lt:0.09 ut:0.27 0.897 0.979 0.937 0.004 615485 1.9 0.990 0.571 0.917 0.953 0.935 2.8

MinH l:100 0.958 0.929 0.943 0.008 254911 1.8 0.963 0.555 0.923 0.916 0.919 2.2

Meta 0.960 0.999 0.979 0.034 238663 4.2 0.951 0.647 0.933 0.905 0.919 4.4

CSB 0.995 0.999 0.997 0.081 27345 1.0 0.949 0.652 0.935 0.902 0.919 1.0

A1 η:0.5 ε:0.0 0.928 0.995 0.960 0.051 432653 3.0 0.998 0.568 0.891 0.956 0.922 3.4

A2 η:0.1 ε:0.4 0.999 0.972 0.985 0.347 8838 3.1 0.986 0.532 0.897 0.953 0.923 4.1

B1 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.999 0.975 0.987 0.467 5100 3.0 0.987 0.617 0.924 0.907 0.915 3.0

B2 η:0.1 ε:0.0 0.999 0.975 0.987 0.644 3801 3.1 0.987 0.574 0.910 0.929 0.918 13.8

C1 η:0.0 ε:0.4 0.999 0.987 0.993 0.599 3720 9.7 0.993 0.570 0.904 0.943 0.922 9.7

C2 η:0.0 ε:1.0 0.999 0.987 0.993 0.599 3720 9.7 0.993 0.570 0.904 0.943 0.922 9.7

Table 8: Detailed numerical results upon Amazon-Google with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.779 0.954 0.858 0.001 971767 4.5 0.976 0.432 0.361 0.438 0.396 7.0

SoNe 0.933 0.627 0.750 0.002 296593 0.5 0.771 0.371 0.308 0.369 0.336 2.3

CaCl lt:0.11 ut:0.23 0.956 0.820 0.883 0.006 193409 3.1 0.901 0.432 0.366 0.442 0.401 3.8

MinH l:1640 0.418 0.802 0.549 0.000 2560547 75.5 0.890 0.430 0.375 0.402 0.388 99.7

Meta 0.907 0.913 0.904 0.009 410830 28.9 0.625 0.425 0.365 0.455 0.404 30.3

CSB 0.971 0.907 0.938 0.009 128160 5.9 0.627 0.427 0.361 0.457 0.403 6.8

A1 η:0.1 ε:0.2 0.997 0.747 0.851 0.075 14647 34.0 0.852 0.417 0.367 0.448 0.401 34.2

A2 η:0.0 ε:0.1 0.997 0.713 0.825 0.086 12326 34.2 0.826 0.411 0.367 0.439 0.398 36.0

B1 η:0.1 ε:0.0 0.987 0.906 0.945 0.022 55163 33.2 0.950 0.429 0.354 0.458 0.400 33.8

B2 η:0.1 ε:0.0 0.989 0.862 0.919 0.040 49033 33.3 0.924 0.429 0.356 0.453 0.399 66.5

C1 η:0.0 ε:0.6 0.997 0.740 0.849 0.086 12070 74.7 0.850 0.403 0.360 0.469 0.405 74.9

C2 η:0.0 ε:0.5 0.997 0.740 0.849 0.087 12024 74.7 0.850 0.403 0.360 0.469 0.405 74.9
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Table 9: Detailed numerical results upon DBLP-Scholar with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.959 0.994 0.976 0.001 6900488 12.1 0.997 0.583 0.825 0.848 0.836 17.6

SoNe 0.975 0.935 0.954 0.001 4243241 0.7 0.966 0.546 0.826 0.837 0.832 179.9

CaCl lt:0.05 ut:0.13 0.803 0.967 0.877 0.000 33069370 80.8 0.983 0.583 0.835 0.826 0.830 173.0

MinH l:240 0.962 0.962 0.962 0.001 6433871 86.2 0.980 0.582 0.839 0.838 0.839 117.0

Meta 0.974 0.990 0.982 0.048 4303859 89.1 0.917 0.583 0.821 0.847 0.833 97.4

CSB 0.999 0.997 0.998 0.021 252150 12.6 0.918 0.583 0.819 0.849 0.833 13.0

A1 η:0.1 ε:0.1 0.999 0.953 0.975 0.109 113361 33.1 0.976 0.514 0.835 0.876 0.855 33.2

A2 η:0.0 ε:0.2 1.000 0.880 0.936 0.357 24432 31.9 0.936 0.495 0.862 0.832 0.846 32.0

B1 η:0.5 ε:0.0 0.998 0.982 0.990 0.047 362265 30.7 0.991 0.584 0.826 0.843 0.834 31.5

B2 η:0.0 ε:0.0 1.000 0.921 0.958 0.269 39284 30.7 0.958 0.533 0.838 0.830 0.833 180.7

C1 η:0.0 ε:0.6 0.999 0.977 0.988 0.048 128947 85.8 0.989 0.583 0.827 0.842 0.835 86.0

C2 η:0.0 ε:0.0 0.999 0.977 0.988 0.049 127576 85.8 0.989 0.583 0.827 0.842 0.835 87.6

Table 10: Detailed numerical results upon Abt-Buy with time measured in seconds. lt and ut indicate the lower and upper threshold values used for Canopy

Clustering respectively. l indicates the Min-Hash signature length used for MinH. η and ε indicate the maximum proportion of labelled negatives a blocking

predicate may cover, and the maximum proportion of labelled positives allowed to remain uncovered by a learned blocking scheme respectively.

Blocking Perfect TF-IDF

Method Param RR PC FRR,PC PQ No.Pairs Time FPrec,Rec THold Prec Rec FPrec,Rec Time

BL 0.924 0.982 0.952 0.012 89866 1.0 0.991 0.375 0.602 0.587 0.594 1.1

SoNe 0.918 0.769 0.837 0.006 96709 0.1 0.869 0.362 0.619 0.508 0.558 0.5

CaCl lt:0.10 ut:0.34 0.938 0.968 0.953 0.015 72816 1.2 0.736 0.375 0.584 0.583 0.584 1.3

MinH l:1900 0.883 0.688 0.773 0.005 137917 27.0 0.815 0.363 0.567 0.464 0.510 27.4

Meta 0.970 0.961 0.966 0.037 35163 0.9 0.730 0.379 0.589 0.576 0.582 1.0

CSB 0.993 0.842 0.912 0.116 7960 0.6 0.755 0.358 0.586 0.607 0.596 0.6

A1 η:1.0 ε:0.2 0.941 0.891 0.915 0.015 69923 2.3 0.942 0.375 0.639 0.541 0.586 2.4

A2 η:1.0 ε:0.1 0.986 0.881 0.930 0.077 16516 2.5 0.936 0.375 0.625 0.565 0.593 3.0

B1 η:0.1 ε:0.0 0.966 0.972 0.969 0.028 39855 2.4 0.986 0.375 0.580 0.585 0.582 2.5

B2 η:0.5 ε:0.0 0.983 0.948 0.965 0.055 20459 2.5 0.973 0.379 0.596 0.572 0.583 6.0

C1 η:0.1 ε:0.9 0.942 0.987 0.964 0.018 68122 7.9 0.993 0.380 0.597 0.574 0.585 8.0

C2 η:0.1 ε:0.1 0.980 0.954 0.967 0.047 23762 8.0 0.976 0.376 0.594 0.579 0.586 9.5
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results were also achieved [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52], suggesting that these datasets

are simply difficult for the task of record linkage.

Looking at the runtime values for TF-IDF linkage we observe that BL is the

quickest or near-quickest method in every case. Although SoNe and CaCl are560

marginally faster than BL in some cases, they are considerably slower in others,

in particular for the largest dataset (Table 9) where SoNe and CaCl each take

nearly 3 minutes to complete, whereas BL requires less than 18 seconds. For

the specific Meta-Blocking framework we observe that CSB is often, but not

always, faster than BL. In the worse case (Table 9) BL is still remarkably fast565

compared to all other baselines even if not as fast as CSB. BL is faster than

MinH, Meta, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2 in almost every case, often by a

considerable margin. The only exceptions are A1 in Table 2, B1 and MinH in

Table 6 and Meta in Table 10 which are less than 0.5s faster than BL in each

respective case. This is especially significant considering A1, A2, B1 and B2570

assume labelled data to be available at no computational cost.

In summary, BL is always amongst the quickest and most proficient blocking

methods for every case. Although other blocking methods may be quicker or

more proficient than BL for some cases, they are also often among the slowest or

least proficient in others. For example, CSB performs quickly and proficiently575

in most cases, but has considerably lower proficiency than BL in Table 6. More-

over, we are assuming the best parametrisation for those competing methods,

which in practice might not be so easy to achieve.

6.1. Scalability of Blocking Methods

In Figure 2 we present the time (in seconds) for the blocking phase of the580

different blocking methods for datasets of various size. For the datasets we

gather samples of different sizes from the 750,000 record CDDB dataset from

which CDDB10000 was originally sourced. For baselines that require parameters

we present runtime values using the same parameter values for which they each

performed optimally for CDDB10000 in Table 6.585
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We observe that the proposed approach performs best in terms of scalabil-

ity. We note that although SoNe and MinH also scale relatively well they often

perform much slower than the proposed blocking method when linkage is con-

sidered (Tables 2- 10). We believe this to be because although these approaches

often block quickly, they often block poorly, most notably in Table 9 when the590

proposed blocking method completes both its blocking and subsequent linkage

in under 18 seconds, whereas SoNe and MinH each require 2-3 minutes. We

also remind the reader that MinH is operating using optimal parameters. This

would not typically be the case unless a domain expert went to great effort or by

using labelled data to identify such optimal parameters. If using non-optimal595

parameter values (for example, longer MinHash signatures) one would expect

higher blocking times.
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Figure 2: Blocking runtime (in seconds) of the proposed approach in comparison to the

baselines for datasets of various size
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The Meta blocking approaches (Meta and CSB) are excluded from this graph

as they were observed to scale poorly, failing to complete for many of the larger600

datasets (often due to memory limitations). We believe this is the case because

the Meta-Blocking approaches must first fully form a graph of edge-weight values

for every record pair of a block collection, before reducing this number via a

pruning technique. For large datasets this can be computationally demanding.

This is further validated in Tables 2- 10 as Meta and CSB often have higher605

blocking times than the proposed approach.

Results for blocking scheme learning approaches (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2)

are only presented as far as the 500,000 record dataset, as they were not able

to fully complete for the largest dataset. We again note that for the supervised

blocking scheme learning approaches (A1, A2, B1 and B2) the time needed for610

sourcing or generating labelled data is not taken into consideration, and that in

reality their times would actually be much greater. Despite this the proposed

approach is still observed to scale better than these supervised approaches even

when they assume labelled data. As the unsupervised approaches of C1 and

C2 must first automatically label data, to then learn optimal blocking schemes615

with, it is unsurprising that these approaches scale poorly. It is worth noting

however that the time values for C1 and C2 are dominated by this labelling

process.

7. Future Work and Conclusion

In this paper a novel unsupervised blocking algorithm for structured datasets620

was introduced that overcomes many of the issues associated with other blocking

techniques, namely the significant amount of manual fine-tuning of parameters,

need for labelled data and overly long runtime.

The proposed approach was among the fastest and most proficient in every

case, including the best results of some baselines allowed to run multiple times625

using different parameter values. This indicates a significant advantage of the

proposed approach over others, as there may not always be a domain expert,
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time or labelled data available.

The proposed blocking algorithm follows a similar format to that of the

unsupervised blocking scheme learning baseline, in that labelled data is first630

automatically generated and then each blocking predicate is evaluated individ-

ually using supervised evaluation metrics. However, in the proposed approach

this process is made much more efficient. By exploiting the relations between

individual records and their blocking keys, record pairs that agree by many

blocking predicates can be efficiently retrieved and labelled as positives. This635

is in contrast to the original approach in which computationally expensive dis-

tance functions are used to search for highly similar record pairs. As such, the

proposed blocking approach was observed to operate consistently fast in com-

parison to the baselines. This is most evident for the largest dataset in which

the proposed blocking approach is significantly faster than all other approaches640

except one, albeit assuming optimal parameter values.

In the experimental evaluations the proposed technique was shown to per-

form consistently well for every dataset, achieving either the best, or near best,

balance of FPrec,Rec and time in every case. Although some baselines may have

been faster or more proficient than the proposed algorithm in some cases, they645

were all shown to perform poorly in others.

In future work we would like to adapt the proposed approach for semi-

structured and unstructured datasets. For semi-structured datasets we believe

this can be achieved by combining the proposed blocking approach with At-

tribute Clustering [31]. For unstructured datasets we would like to further ex-650

plore combining the proposed blocking approach with Meta-Blocking and token-

blocking block-refinement techniques.
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